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PREFACE
The present edition of this book contains all of the tables in the

previous editions. All have been reset in a new and very readable type.
Great care has been exercised to preserve and to increase the great

degree of reliability that existed in the previous edition. For careful

reading of the proofs, I am indebted to my daughter Elisabeth and
her husband, Mr. Richard L. Miller, to several of my own students,
and to the following friends in other institutions, sometimes with the

aid of their students : Professor C. H. Currier, Brown University ;
Pro-

fessor H. T. Davis, University of Indiana; Professor H. B. Dwight,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Professor W. B. Ford, Uni-

versity of Michigan ;
Professor A. M. Harding, University of Arkansas

;

Professor C. G. Jaeger, Pomona College ;
Professors H. W. Kuhn and

J. H. Weaver, Ohio State University; Professor L. S. Johnston, Uni-

versity of Detroit; Professors A. J. Kempner and C. A. Hutchinson,

University of Colorado; Professor G. W. Mullins, Barnard College

(Columbia University) ;
Professor L. M. Passano, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology; Professors H. L. Rietz, Roscoe Woods, and J. F.

Reilly, University of Iowa; Professor E. E. Watson, Iowa State Teachers

College at Cedar Falls; Dr. E. W. Wilson, Cambridge, Mass.; and Pro-

fessor Kathryn Wyant, Athens College, Athens, Alabama. Each of

these persons or groups has read the complete proof. With deep feeling,

I may record also that the late Professor Louis Ingold of the University
of Missouri read the proofs up to page 54, and had sent me the last of

these pages within a week of his sudden death on January 25, 1935.

These careful readings render the possibility of printers' errors ex-

tremely remote. While the calculation of the probability that an
undiscovered error exists is not simple, a strict account has been kept of

each error found and of the total number not found by any one group of

readers, so that a basis for a statistical calculation is known: the result-

ing probability that even one undiscovered printers' error exists is not

more than one in many thousands.

I desire to express here my thanks to all those, particularly those

mentioned above, who have assisted in the effort to make these tables

so free from errors and therefore so reliable. I know of no comparable
method for securing this quality in a set of tables.

I repeat also my acknowledgment made in the original edition to

many previously existing tables, particularly those of Vega and those

of Hoiiel. During the proof-reading, those who have assisted have

compared these tables with a great variety of existing tables, including
several high-place tables, and the values have been recalculated and
checked whenever a disagreement has been discovered.

Finally, I wish to mention the excellent cooperation of the editorial

staff of the Macmillan Company under the able direction of Mr. F. T.

Sutphen.
E. R. HEDRICK
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EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES

TABLE I. FIVE-PLACE COMMON LOGARITHMS OF
NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 10000

1. Common Logarithms. The power to which 10 must be raised to produce

any number n is called the common logarithm
* of n. Thus log 10 = 1,

log 100 = 2, log 1000 = 3, etc.; log 1 = 0, log 0.1 = -1; log 0.01 = -2,

log 0.001 =
3, etc. In general, if 10* = n, I is called the common logarithm

of n, and is denoted by log n.

2. Fundamental Principles. Logarithms constitute a great labor-saving de-

vice in arithmetical computations. The principles of their application are

stated as follows:

I. The logarithm of a -product is equal to the sum of the logarithms of the factors:

log ab = log a + log 6. This follows from the fact that if 10' = a and itf
1 = 6,

IQI+L = a- b. In brief: to multiply, add logarithms.

II. The logarithm of a fraction is equal to the difference obtained by subtracting

the logarithm of the denominator from the logarithm of the numerator: log (afb)

= log a - log 6. For, if 10' = a and 10L =
6, then 10'-^ = 0-7-6. In brief:

to divide, subtract logarithms.

III. The logarithm of a power is equal to the logarithm of the base multiplied

by the exponent of the power: log a6 = b log a. This follows from the fact that

if 10' = a, then 10'6 = ab
.

IV. The logarithm of a root of a number is found by dividing the logarithm of

the number by the index of the root: log ^a = (log a)/6. This follows from the

fact that if 10' = a, then 10"6 = a1 /6 =
\Ja.

Corollary of II. The logarithm of the reciprocal of a number is the negative

of the logarithm of the number: log (I/a) = log a, since log 1 = 0.

3. Characteristic and Mantissa. Every real positive number has a real

common logarithm. If a and b are any two real positive numbers such that

a <b, then log a < log 6. Neither zero nor any negative number has a real

logarithm.

a
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and so on. It is evident that the logarithm of every number (not an exact

power of 10) consists of a whole number + a fraction (usually written as a

decimal). The whole number is called the characteristic; the decimal is

called the mantissa. The characteristic of the logarithm of any number

greater than 1 may be determined as follows:

RULE I. The characteristic of any number greater than 1 is one less than the

number of digits before the decimal point.

The following table shows that

a
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PROBLEM 1. To find the logarithm of a given number. First, determine the

characteristic, then look in the table for the mantissa.

To find the mantissa in the table when the given number (neglecting the

decimal point) consists of four, or less, digits (exclusive of ciphers at the

beginning or end), look in the column marked N for the first three digits and

select the column headed by the fourth digit: the mantissa will be found at

the intersection of this row and this column. Thus to find the logarithm of

72050, observe first (Rule I) that the characteristic is 4. To find the mantissa,

fix attention on the digits 7205; find 720 in column N, and opposite it in

column 5 is the desired mantissa, 0.85763; hence log 72050 = 4.85763. The
mantissa of 0.07826 is found opposite 782 in column 6 and is 0.89354; hence

log 0.07826 = 8.89354 - 10.

5. Interpolation. If there are more than four significant figures in the

given number, its mantissa is not printed in the table; but it can be found

approximately by assuming that the mantissa varies as the number varies

in the small interval not tabulated; while this assumption is not strictly cor-

rect, it is sufficiently accurate for use with this table.

Thus, to find the logarithm of 72054 we observe that log 72050 = 4.85763

and that log 72060 = 4.85769. Hence a change of 10 in the number causes

a change of 0.00006 in the mantissa; we assume therefore that a change of 4 in

the number will cause, approximately, a change of 0.4 X 0.00006 = 0.00002

(dropping the sixth place) in the mantissa; and we write log 72054 = 4.85763

+ 0.00002 = 4.85765.

The difference between two successive values printed in the table is called

a tabular difference (0.00006, above). The proportional part of this difference

to be added to one of the tabular values is called the correction (0.00002,

above), and is found by multiplying the tabular difference by the appropriate

fraction (0.4, above). These proportional parts are usually written without the

zeros, and are printed at the right-hand side of each page, to be used when
mental multiplications seem uncertain.

Example 1. Find the logarithm of 0.0012647. Opposite 126 in column 4 find 0.10175;

the tabular difference is 34 (zeros dropped) ; 0.7 X 34 is given in the margin as 24; this correction

added gives 0.10199 as the mantissa of 0.0012647; hence log 0.0012647 = 7.10199 10.

Example 2. Find the logarithm of 1.85643. Opposite 185 in column 6 find 0.26858; tabular

difference 23; 0.43 X 23 is given in the margin as 10; this correction added gives 0.26868 as the

mantissa of 1.85643; hence log 1.85643 = 0.26868.

6. Reverse Reading of the Table. PROBLEM 2. To find the number when

its logarithm is known.* First, fixing attention on the mantissa only, find from

the table the number having this mantissa, then place the decimal point by
means of the two following rules: t

RULE III. // the characteristic of the logarithm is positive (in which case the

mantissa is not followed by Iff), begin at the left, count digits one more than the

characteristic, and place the decimal point to the right of the last digit counted.

* The number whose logarithm is k is often called the antilogarithm of k.

t Another convenient form of these rules is as follows: if the characteristic were zero, the

decimal point would fall just after the first significant figure; move the decimal point one place
to the right for each positive unit in the characteristic, one place to the left ior each negative
unit in the characteristic.
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RULE IV. // the characteristic is negative (in which case the mantissa will be

preceded by a number n and followed by 10), prefix 9 n ciphers, and place

the decimal point to the left of these ciphers.

Example 1. Given log x <= 1.22737, to find z.

Since the mantissa is 22737, we look for 22 in the first column and to the right and below for

737, which we find in column 8 opposite 168. The number is therefore 1688. Since the

characteristic is +1, we begin at the left, count 2 places, and place the point; hence x = 16.88.

Example 2. Given log x = 2.24912, to find x.

This mantissa is not found in the table; in such cases we interpolate as follows: select the

mantissa in the table next less than the given mantissa, and write down the corresponding

number; here, 1774; the tabular difference is 25; the actual difference (found by subtracting

the mantissa of 1774 from the given mantissa) is 17; hence the proportionality factor is 17/25
= 0.68 or 0.7 (to the nearest tenth). Since moving the decimal point does not affect the man-

tissa, it follows that the digits in the required number are 17747 (to five places). The charac-

teristic 2 directs to count 3 places from the left; hence x = 177.47.

RULE. In general, when the given mantissa is not found in the table, write

down four digits of the number corresponding to the mantissa in the table next less

than the given mantissa, determine a fifth figure by dividing the actual difference

by the tabular difference, and locate the decimal point by means of the characteristic.

7. Cologarithms. We might add the logarithms of the factors in the nu-

merator and from this sum subtract the logarithm of the denominator; but we
can shorten the operation by adding the negative of the logarithm of the

denominator instead of subtracting the logarithm itself. The negative of the

logarithm of a number (when written in convenient form for computation)
is called the cologarithm of the number. We may find the negative of any
number by subtracting it from zero, and it is convenient in logarithmic compu-
tation to write zero in the form 10.00000 10. Thus the negative of 2.17 is

7.83 - 10; the negative of 1.1432 - 10 is 8.8568. Remembering that the

cologarithm of a number is its negative we have the following rule:

To find the cologarithm of a number begin at the left of its logarithm (including

the characteristic) and subtract each digit from 9, except the last,* which subtract

from 10; if the logarithm has not 10 after the mantissa, write 10 after the result;

if the logarithm has 10 after the mantissa, do not write 10 after the result.

By this rule the cologarithm of a number can be read directly out of the

table without taking the trouble to write down the logarithm. Attention

must be given not to forget the characteristic. The use of the cologarithm is

governed by the principle:

Adding the cologarithm is equivalent to subtracting the logarithm.

la. CONDENSED LOGARITHMS AND ANTILOGARITHMS

8. Method of Computing Logarithms. This table is a rearrangement of the

condensed table given by Hoiiel.f From it, the logarithm of any number
whatever may be obtained to within 5 in the fifteenth place; or to any desired

degree of accuracy less than this.

To illustrate the process, we shall compute log TT to nine places. Taking
T = 3.14159 26535 8979, we divide it by 3, the first significant digit, obtaining

* If the logarithm ends in one or more ciphers, the last significant digit is to be understood

here.

t HottEL, Recueil de Formules et de Tables numeriaues, 3d ed., Paris, Gauthier-Villars, 1901.
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TT/S
= 1.04719 755 . We then divide this quotient by 1.04, etc., obtaining

finally
TT = 3(1.04) (1.006) (1.0009) (1.00001 5217223).

We can obtain the logarithm of each of the first four factors from this table.

The logarithm of the last factor can be obtained by multiplying its decimal

part by M = 0.43429 44819; for the error made in writing

log (1 + z) = MX
is less than Mxz

/2. We find MX either by using the fact that the last column

in this table gives multiples of M, or (preferably) by Table VIII, page 115.

Adding the five logarithms just mentioned, we find

log TT = 0.49714 98727 4,

which is surely correct to within 1 in the tenth place. The correct value is

0.4971498726 9 .

The process may be applied to any other number in an analogous manner.

Such high-place logarithms are occasionally needed in statistical work and in

the preparation of tables.

9. Method of Computing Antilogarithms. The condensed table of anti-

logarithms gives eleven significant figures (ten decimal places). From it,

the antilogarithm of any number can be computed to within 5 in the tenth

significant digit.

Thus, to compute the antilogarithm of .4342944819 to 8 significant figures,

we may write

1Q0.4M29 44819 _ noo - 4
)(10

' 03
)(10

- 004
)(10

- 0002
)(10

- 00009
)(10

- 0<)000 44819
).

The first five factors may be obtained directly from the table. The last factor

may be calculated from the formula 10* = 1 + (l/3f)x. The error in this

formula is less than 3 in the (2fc)th decimal place if x is less than (0.1)*, where

k > 1.

However, a much more rapid process depends on the use of Tables I and XI
with this table. Thus, by Table I, 10 -*3429 = 2.718, nearly. By Table XI,

log 2.718 = 0.43424 94524 . Hence 10- 9 819 = (2.718) (10-
OOOM 5029S

)

= (2.718) (10
- 00004

)(10-
0000060298

). Obtaining the second factor from this

table, and the last factor from the formula 10* = 1 + (l/Af)z, by Table VIII,
we find 10-*2 44819 = 2.71828 1828; the correct value is 2.718281828459 -.

This process requires only two long multiplications.

II. FIVE-PLACE TABLE OF THE ACTUAL VALUES OF THE
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF ANGLES

10. Direct Readings. This table gives the sines, cosines, tangents, and

cotangents of the angles from to 45; and by a simple device, indicated by
the printing, the values of these functions for angles from 45 to 90 may be

read directly from the same table. For angles less than 45 read down the

page, the degrees being found at the top and the minutes on the left; for angles

greater than 45 read up the page, the degrees being found at the bottom and

the minutes on the right.

To find a function of an angle (such as 15 27'.6, for example) which does

not reduce to an integral number ot minutes, we employ the process of inter-
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polation. To illustrate, let us find tan 15 27'.6. In the table we find

tan 15 27' = 0.27638 and tan 15 28' = 0.27670; we know that tan 15 27'.6

lies between these two numbers. The process of interpolation depends on the

assumption that between 15 27' and 15 28' the tangent of the angle varies

directly as the angle; while this assumption is not strictly true, it gives an

approximation sufficiently accurate for a five-place table. Thus we should

assume that tan 15 27'.5 is halfway between 0.27638 and 0.27670. We may
state the problem as follows: An increase of 1' in the angle increases the tangent

0.00032; assuming that the tangent varies as the angle, an increase of 0'.6 in the

angle will increase the tangent by 0.6 X 0.00032 = 0.00019 (retaining only
five places) ;

hence

tan 15 27'.6 = 0.27638 + 0.00019 = 0.27657.

The difference between two successive values in the table is called, as in

Table I, the tabular difference (0.00032 above). The proportional part of the

tabular difference which is used is called the correction (0.00019 above), and
is found by multiplying the tabular difference by the appropriate fraction of

the smallest unit given in the table.

Example 1. Find sin 63 52'.8.

We find sin 63 52' = 0.89777;

tabular difference = 0.00013 (subtracted mentally from the table),

correction = 0.8 X 0.00013 = 0.00010 (to be added).

Hence sin 63 52'.8 = 0.89787.

Example 2. Find cos 654 24'.8.

cos 65 24' = 0.41628;

tabular difference = 26; 0.8 X 26 =21
(to be subtracted because the cosine decreases as the angle increases).

Hence cos 65 24'.8 = 0.41607.

RULE. To find a trigonometric function of an angle by interpolation: select

the angle in the table which is next smaller than the given angle, and read its sine

(cosine or tangent or cotangent as the case may be) and the tabular difference.

Compute the correction as the proper proportional part of the tabular difference.

In case of sines or tangents add the correction; in case of cosines or cotangents,

subtract it.

11. Reverse Readings. Interpolation is also used in finding the angle when

one of its functions is given.

Example 1. Given sin x 0.32845, to find x.

Looking in the table we find the sine which is next less than the given sine to be .32832,

and this belongs to 19 10'. Subtract the value of the sine selected from the given sine to obtain

the actual difference = 0.00013; note that the tabular difference = 0.00027. The actual dif-

ference divided by the tabular difference gives the correction = 13/27 = 0.5 as the decimal of a

minute (to be added). Hence x = 19 10'.5.

Example 2. Given cos x = 0.28432, to find x.

The cosine in the table next less than this is 0.28429 and belongs to 73 29'; the tabular dif-

ference is 28; the actual difference is 3; correction = 3/28 =0.1 (to be subtracted). Hence

x = 73 28' .9.

RULE. To find an angle when one of its trigonometric functions is given: select

from the table the same named function which is next less than the given function,

noting the corresponding angle and the tabular difference; compute the actual

difference (between~the selected value of thefunction and the given value) and divide
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it by the tabular difference; this gives the correction which is to be added if the given

function is sine or tangent, and to be subtracted if the given function is cosine or

cotangent.

III. FIVE-PLACE COMMON LOGARITHMS OF THE
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

12. Use of the Table. If it is required to find the numerical value of

x = 27.85 X sin 51 27', we may apply logarithms as follows:

log 27.85 = 1.44483.

log sin 51 27' = 9.89324 - 10 (add)

log x = 1.33807 x = 21.78

The only new idea here is the method of finding log sin 51 27', which means
the logarithm of the sine of 51 27'. The most obviousway is to find in Table II,

sin 51 27' = 0.78206, and then to find in Table I, log 0.78206 = 9.89324 - 10,

but this involves consulting two tables. To avoid the necessity of doing this,

Table III gives the logarithms of the sines, cosines, tangents, and cotangents.

The arrangement and the principles of interpolation are similar to those given
on p. vii for Table I. The sines and cosines of all acute angles, the tangents
of all acute angles less than 45 and the cotangents of all acute angles greater

than 45 are proper fractions, and their logarithms end with 10, which is

not printed in the table, but which should be written down whenever such a

logarithm is used.

In the printed table, values are stated so that 10 should be subtracted in every case.

Example I. Find log sin 68 25'.4.

On the page having 68 at the bottom, and in the row having 25' on the right find log sin

68 25' = 9.96843 10; the tabular difference is 5; 0.4 X 5 is given in the margin as 2; this is

the correction to be added, giving log sin 68 25'.4 = 9.96845 10.

(In case of sine and tangent add the correction. In case of cosine and cotangent, subtract

the correction.)

Example 2. Given log cos x = 9.72581 10, to find x.

The logarithmic cosine next less than the given one is 9.72562 10 and belongs to 57 53';

the actual difference is 19; the tabular difference is 20; hence the correction is 19/20 = 1.0

(to the nearest tenth) ; (subtract) ; hence x = 57 52'.0.

In finding log ctn a for any angle a, note that log ctn a = log tan a, since

ctn a = I/tan a. Hence the tabular differences for log ctn are precisely the same

as those for log tan throughout the table, but taken in reversed order. Likewise,

log sec a. = log cos a, log esc a = log sin a; hence the values of log sec a.

and log esc a are omitted.

For angles near or near 90, the interpolations are not very accurate if

the differences are large. For the calculation of sine or tangent near 0,
Table Ilia, page 45, gives the values of

S = log sin A log A' and T = log tan A log A',

where A is the given angle and A' is the number of minutes in A, for values of

A between and 3. Then

log sin A = log A' + S and log tan A = log A' + T,

for small angles. Moreover, since we have cosA = sin (90 A) and

ctn A = tan (90 - A).
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log cos A = log (90 -AY +8 and log ctn A = log (90
-

A)' + T,

when A is near 90.

Another method practically equivalent to the preceding is to use the ap-

proximate relations

log sin A log sin B = log A' log B'
and

log tan A log tan B = log A' log B',

vrhere A is the given angle and B is the nearest angle to A that is given in the

table. If A < 3 and
|

A B
\
< 1', these formulas give log sin A and

log tan A to five decimal places.

IV-V. RADIAN MEASURE

13. Computations in Radian Measure. The reduction of degrees to radians

is facilitated by Table IV Conversion of Degrees to Radians. Since TT radians

= 180, this table may be regarded as a table of multiples of ir/180.

The values of sin x, cos x, tan x, are stated for every angle x from 0.00

to 1.60 radians at intervals of 0.01 radian in Table V Trigonometric

Functions in Radian Measure. The values of any of these functions for larger

values of x may be computed by first converting the value of the angle in

radian measure to degree measure, by Table Va, and then finding the value

of the function from Table II.

The reduction of radians to degrees can be performed directly by Table V;

or, for greater accuracy, by the supplementary Table Va.

VI. POWERS ROOTS RECIPROCALS ty_ :

\
uare, c14. Arrangement. This table is arranged so that the square, cube, square ,

root, cube root, or reciprocal can be read directly to five decimal places for

any number n of three significant figures. To attain this, not only n2
, n3

, Vw,

\fn, 1/n, but also VlOn, -v'lOn, -v'lOOn are printed on every page. All values

have been carefully recomputed and checked.

Thus to find Vl.17, read in Vn column the result: 1.08167. To find Vll.7, read in the same

line, in VlOn column the result: 3.42053. To find VTl7, read 10 times the entry in Vn column,

since VTl7 = 10 VTl7.

Similarly, -\J1.17
= 1.05373 from -^/n column; -y^ll.7

= 2.27019 from the same line in -\llOn

column; -^117 = 4.89097 from the same line in VlOOn column.

The effect of a change in the decimal point in n2
,
n3

,
and 1/n is only to shift

the decimal point in the result, without altering the digits printed.

VII. NAPIERIAN OR NATURAL LOGARITHMS

15. The Base e. Natural Logarithms. The number e = 2.7182818

is called the natural base of logarithms. The logarithms of numbers to this

base are given in Table VII at intervals of 0.01 from 0.01 to 10.09, and at unit

intervals from 10 to 409. The fundamental relation log n = loge 10 X logic n
enables us to transfer from the base 10 to the base e, or conversely; where

log. 10 = 2.30258509 -.



19] OTHER TABLES XV

VIII. MULTIPLES OF M AND OF 1/M

16. Multiples ofM and 1/M. This table is convenient whenever a number
is to be multiplied by M or by 1/Af. This occurs whenever it is desired to

change from common logarithms to natural logarithms, or conversely, since

M = logio e and since we have

log x = (loge 2) (logio )
= M loge x and loge x = (IIM) log x.

Other formulas that require these multiples are

logio e* - x logic e = x-M and loge (10
n
'x) = log, x -f- n(l/Af);

and the approximate formulas (see 8, 9, pp. x, xi)

logio (1 x) = x-Af and 10** = 1 (l/Af)z.

IX. VALUES AND LOGARITHMS OF HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS

17. Hyperbolic Functions. This table gives the values of e*, e~~*, sinh x,

cosh x, tanh x; and the logarithms of ex
,
sinh x, cosh z, at varying intervals

from x = to x = 10. It is to be noted that log e~x = log e* and log tanh x
= log sinh x log cosh x. The table may be extended indefinitely by
means of Table VIII, since Iog10 e* = x- M; for this reason Table VIII may be

regarded as a table of values of logio e*.

X. VALUES AND LOGARITHMS OF HAVERSINES

18. Haversines. This table gives the values and the logarithms of the

haversines of angles from to 180 at intervals of 10'. The haversine, which

means half of the versed sine, is

hav A = (Yd vers A = (Y^)(l
- cos A);

hence its values to five places may be computed from the table of cosines.

It is used extensively in navigation, and it may be used to advantage in the

solution of ordinary oblique triangles.

XI. FACTOR TABLE LOGARITHMS OF PRIMES

19. Factors of Composite Numbers. Logarithms of Primes. The uses

of this table are evident in questions involving factoring, and for finding high-

place logarithms of numbers whose prime factors are less than 2018.

We shall illustrate the finding of logarithms of other numbers by finding

log IT. Taking w = 3.14159 26536, divide by 3 (the first digit), obtaining

1.04719 75512 . Divide this quotient by 1.047 (in general, by the nearest

first four digits), obtaining 1.00018 8683 . By Table VIII, the approxi-
mate formula log (1 x) = X'M gives

log 1.00018 8683 = 0.00008 1944 (Table VIII)

log 3 = 0.47712 12547 (Table XI)

log 1.047 = log 3 + log 0.349 = 0.01994 66817 (Table XI)

log TT = 0.49714 9880

while the true value of log IT is 0.49714 98726 9, so that the error is less than 1 in

the eighth place. In general, this process will give the logarithm of any number
to within 6 in the eighth decimal place, and the probable error is less than 1.5

in the eighth place. For still greater accuracy, see Table la and 10.



xvi EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES [20

XII. INTEREST TABLES

20. Interest Tables. Tables XII a, b, c, d give compound interest and

annuity data for various per cents up to fifty years. Aside from the obvious

uses, formulas involving these data will be found in works on statistics, ac-

counting, and the mathematics of business.

Table XHe gives the logarithms of (1 + r) to fifteen places, for all ordinary
values of r from J^% to 10%. For other values of r, log (1 + r) may be

computed from Table la (see 8). The final result in interest calculations

may be obtained to nine significant figures by the antilogarithms of Table la

(see 9).

Table XII/ is the American Experience Mortality Table.

XIV. FOUR-PLACE TABLES

21. Four-place Tables. These are duplicates of the preceding five-place

tables, reduced to four places, and with larger intervals between the tabulations.

The value of such four-place tables consists in the greater speed with which

they can be used, in case the degree of accuracy they afford is sufficient for

the purpose in hand.

XIVo. Logarithms of Numbers. The only special feature of this table

is that the proportional parts are printed for every tenth in every row; hence the

logarithm of any number of four significant figures can be read directly.

XIV6. Antilogarithms. This table will be found to facilitate approximate
calculations to a marked degree. The proportional parts are stated in the

right-hand margin for each row separately. This arrangement, with the

corresponding one in Table XlVa, makes the tables effectively four-place each

way.

XIVc. Values and Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions. In this table,

the values of sin a, cos a, tan a, ctn a, and their common logarithms, are stated

for each 10-minute interval in a. The characteristics of the logarithms are

omitted, since they can be supplied readily from the value.

Greek Alphabet

LETTERS NAMES LETTERS NAMES LETTERS NAMES LETTERS NAMES

A



LOGARITHMIC AND

TRIGONOMETRIC TABLES

TABLE I

COMMON LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS
FROM

1 TO 10 000

TO

FIVE DECIMAL PLACES

1 100

N



2 100 Logarithms of Numbers 150
\ c; 1

= "^

N.



150 Logarithms of Numbers 200
3.01

N.



200 Logarithms of Numbers 250

N.



n 50 Logarithms of Numbers 300^-
(90

N.



300 Logarithms of Numbers 350

N.



350 Logarithms of Numbers 400

N.



400 Logarithms of Numbers 450

N.



I] 450 Logarithms of Numbers 500

N.



10 500 Logarithms of Numbers 550

N.



550 Logarithms of Numbers 600 11

N.



12 600 Logarithms of Numbers 650

N.



I] 650 Logarithms of Numbers 700 13

N.



14 700 Logarithms of Numbers 750

N.



I] 750 Logarithms of Numbers 800 15

N.



16 800 Logarithms of Numbers 850

N.



850 Logarithms of Numbers 900 17

N.



18 900 Logarithms of Numbers 950 [1

N.



950 Logarithms of Numbers 1000 19

N.



20 Table la Condensed Logarithms and Antilogarithms 1*

CONDENSED LOGARITHMS TO FIFTEEN DECIMAL PLACES

[The first digits of n are given in the first row at the top; the last digit of n in

the left-hand column. The first column of logarithms are those of 1, 2, 3, , 9.

The remaining columns give log (1 + x), where x = (0.1)* times 1, 2, , 9.]

First Digit
of n 1. 1.0 1.00

Log n First Digits
of log n

.0 .00

00000 00000 00000
30102 99956 63981
47712 12547 19662
60205 99913 27962
69897 00043 36019
77815 12503 83644
84509 80400 14257
90308 99869 91944
95424 25094 39325

04139 26851 58225
07918 12460 47625
11394 33523 06837
14612 80356 78238
17609 12590 55681
204119982655925
23044 89213 78274
25527 25051 03306
27875 36009 52829

0432 13737 82643
08600171761918
1283 72247 05172
1703 33392 98780
21189299069938
2530 58652 64770
2938 37776 85210
3342 37554 86950
3742 64979 40624

(continuation)



TABLE E

ACTUAL VALUES

OF THE

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

TO

FIVE DECIMAL PLACES

Trigonometric Functions

and Their Inverses

Thus y = sin x gives x = arc sin y



22 Values of Trigonometric Functions [II

/



II] 2 Values of Trigonometric Functions 3
e

/



'24 4 Values of Trigonometric Functions 5
C

[II

1



II] 6 Values of Trigonometric Functions T 25

/



26 8 Values of Trigonometric Functions 9
C

[II

/



II] 10 Values of Trigonometric Functions 11' 27

1



28 12 Values of Trigonometric Functions 13
C

[II

1



II] 14 Values of Trigonometric Functions 15
C

29
1



30 16 Values of Trigonometric Functions 17
C

[11

1



II] 18 Values of Trigonometric Functions 19 31

1



32 20 Values of Trigonometric Functions 2V [II

/



II] 22 Values of Trigonometric Functions 23 C
33

/



34 24 Values of Trigonometric Functions 25C

/



II] 26 Values of Trigonometric Functions 35
t



36 28 Values of Trigonometric Functions 29 e

/



II] 30 Values of Trigonometric Functions 31 C 37

'



38 32 Values of Trigonometric Functions 33 C

/



II] 34 Values of Trigonometric Functions 35e

/



40 36 Values of Trigonometric Functions 37 C

[II

/



II] 38 Values of Trigonometric Functions 39
C

41

/



42 40 Values of Trigonometric Functions 41 C

[II

/



II] 42 Values of Trigonometric Functions 43 C 43

/



44 44 Values of Trigonometric Functions
1



TABLE IH

COMMON LOGARITHMS
OF THE

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

FROM

TO 90 AT INTERVALS OF ONE MINUTE

TO

FIVE DECIMAL PLACES

From each logarithm given, subtract 10

Table Ilia Auxiliary Table of S and T for A in Minutes

S = log sin A log A' and T = log tan A log A'

A'



46 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions
'



Ill] 1 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 47
1



48 2 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [HI
'



Ill] 3 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 49
'



4 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [HI
'



Ill] 5 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 51
'



52 6 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

'



Ill] 7 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 53

'



54 8 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [HI
/



Ill] 9 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 55
'



10 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

/



Ill] 11 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 57
/



58 12 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [ill

/



Ill] 13 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 59
1



60 14 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

'



Ill] 15 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 61

/



62 16 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

1



Ill] 17 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 63



64 18 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

'



Ill] 19 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 65

'



66 20 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

1



Ill] 21 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 67

'



22 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

1



Ill] 23 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 69
/



70 24 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [111

1



Ill] 25 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 71
'



72 26 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

/



Ill] 27 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 73
/



74 28 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

1



Ill] 29 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 75
1



76 30 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [ill
/



Ill] 31 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 77
'



78 32 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

'



Ill] 33 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 79
'



80 34 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [in
'



Ill] 35 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 81
/



82 36 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III



Ill] 37 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 83

:



84 38 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

1



[Ill 39 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 85
/



86 40 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III
'



Ill] 41 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 87
/



88 42 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

1



Ill] 43 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions 89
'



90 44 Logarithms of Trigonometric Functions [III

'



IV] Table IV Degrees, Minutes, and Seconds to Radians 91

Degrees



92 Table V Radian Measure Trigonometric Functions [V

0)

-3

1



V] Radian Measure Tngonometric Functions 93

x
Radians



94 Table VI Powers Roots Reciprocals [VI

n



VI] Powers Roots Reciprocals

n



96 Powers Roots Reciprocals [VI

n



VI] Powers Roots Reciprocals 97

n



98 Powers Roots Reciprocals [VI

11



VI] Powers Roots Reciprocals 99

n



100 Powers Roots Reciprocals [VI

n



VI] Powers Roots Reciprocals 101

n



102 Powers Roots Reciprocals [VI

n



VI] Powers Roots Reciprocals 103

n



104 Powers Roots Reciprocals [VI

n



Powers Roots Reciprocals 105

n



106 Powers Roots Reciprocals [VI

n



VI] Powers Roots Reciprocals 107

n



108 Powers Roots Reciprocals [VI

n



VI] Powers Roots Reciprocals 109

n



110 Powers Roots Reciprocals [VI

n



Powers Roots Reciprocals 111

n



112 Table VII Napierian or Natural Logarithms [VII

N



VII] Napierian or Natural Logarithms

N



114 Napierian or Natural Logarithms 10 to 99 [VII

10



vim Table VIII Multiples of M and of 1/M 115

AT



116 Table IX Logarithms of Hyperbolic Functions [IX

X



IX] Values and Logarithms of Hyperbolic Functions 117

X



118 Values and Logarithms of Hyperbolic Functions [IX

X



IX] Values and Logarithms of Hyperbolic Functions 119

X



120 Values and Logarithms of Hyperbolic Functions [IX

X



DC] Values and Logarithms of Hyperbolic Functions 121

X



122 Values and Logarithms of Hyperbolic Functions [IX

X



X] Table X Values and Logarithms of Haversines 123

[Characteristics of Logarithms omitted determine by rule from the value]



124 Values and Logarithms of Haversines

[Characteristics of Logarithms omitted determine by rule from the value]



X] Values and Logarithms of Haversines

[Characteristics of Logarithms omitted determine by rule from the value]

125

o



126 Table XI Factor Table Logarithms of Primes [XI
[If N is prime, Its logarithm Is given. If N Is not prime, Its factors are given.]

N



XIJ Factor Table Logarithms of Primes

[If N Is a prime, Its logarithm is given. If N is not a prime, Ita factors are given,]

127

N



128 Table XII a Compound Interest: (1 + r)
n

AMOUNT OF ONE DOLLAR PRINCIPAL AT COMPOUND INTEREST AFTER n YEARS

[XII

n



XII b] Table XII b Compound Discount: 1/(1 + r)
re

PRESENT VALUE OF ONE DOLLAR DUE AT THE END OF n YEARS

129

n



130 Table XII c Amount of an Annuity
AMOUNT OF AN ANNUITY OP ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR AFTER n YEARS

[XII c

n



XII d] Table XII d Present Value of an Annuity 131

PRESENT VALUE OP ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR FOR n YEARS

n



132 Table XII e Logarithms for Interest Computations [XII e

r



XIII] Table XIII Important Constants 133

LOGARITHMS OF IMPORTANT CONSTANTS

71 = NUMBEB



134 Table XIV a Four Place Logarithms pay a

N

10

11
12
13



XIV a] Table XIV a Four Place Logarithms 135

N



136 Table XIV b Antifogarithms to Four Places [XIV b



XIV b] Table XIV b Antilogarithms to Four Places 137



138 Table XIV c Four Place Trigonometric Functions [XIV c

[Characteristics of Logarithms omitted determine by the usual rule from the value]



XIV c] Four Place Trigonometric Functions 139

[Characteristics of Logarithms omitted determine by the usual rule from the value]



140 Four Place Trigonometric Functions

[Characteristics of Logarithms omitted determine by the usual rule from the value]

[XIV c

RADIANS



XIV c] Four Place Trigonometric Functions 141

[Characteristics of Logarithms omitted determine by the usual rule from the value]

RADIANS



142 Four Place Trigonometric Functions

[Characteristics of Logarithms omitted determine by the usual rule from the value]

[XIV c

RADIANS



SLIDE-RULE

y

3
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